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Abstract
Kanji was born in China and has the history of 4,000 years. During the long evolution of history, Kanji played an important 
social role of ideas’ exchange and cultural heritage; On the other hand, it also formed a kind of unique plastic art accompanying
with writing brushes, ink sticks, paper and inkstones’ emergence. Calligraphy is the written style of character (Kanji), it is not 
only a cultural treasure of the Chinese nation, but also become the world's cultural treasure.Traditionally calligraphy technique is 
handed down mainly through oral teaching. However, the calligraphy technique is reliant on apperceiving heavily, which is one 
of main reasons that only few people can achieve greater successes even if long-lasting training. Without apperception, it cannot 
be learnt no matter how hard you study, which was considered as the special tacit knowledge. It is also difficult for some 
experienced calligraphy to effectively pass on their knowledge to the students. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to 
investigate expert and beginner’s calligraphy work characteristic difference.In this study, two Chinese calligraphers with more 
than 40 years writing experience were employed as expert, who was required to write calligraphy letter as reference. 
Correspondingly, two university students were employed as beginners to copy their work. Finally, characteristic of their final 
works were compared in proposed analysis program by computer. The detail element of character feature and relationship 
between writing gesture and calligraphy letter’s pattern was also clarified.
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1. Introduction
The letter develops as the means that a human being takes the communication and becomes the important element 
characterizing the racial culture. A variety of letters exist in the world, but it becomes two big flows of a phonogram 
and the ideograph at the present. The kanji is a representative of the ideographs. Kanji was born in China and has the 
history of 4,000 years. During the long evolution of history, Kanji played an important social role of ideas’ exchange 
and cultural heritage; On the other hand, it also formed a kind of unique plastic art accompanying with writing 
brushes, ink sticks, paper and ink-stones’ emergence. Calligraphy is the written style of character (Kanji), it is not 
only a cultural treasure of the Chinese nation, but also become the world's cultural treasure.
Chinese character font/style can be summarized into seven categories, including “oracle”, “jin”, “seal”, “official 
script”, “Regular script” (“Kaisho” in Japanese), “Semi-cursive script”, (“Gyosho” in Japanese) and “Cursive script”
(“Sousho” in Japanese). Along with time change, Chinese characters tend to change from simple to complicated, 
from square/upright to round/smooth. Since ancient times, writing Chinese characters requiresmore balance and 
beautiful, so it was not only used to record things, but also become to be an art. 
ĀRegular script” is a kind of regular and upright font, which has been accepted and popular until now. Because it 
is the most familiar form, so when beginner learns calligraphy often choose learning “Regular script” as the based 
practice, and after the whole exercise, there is a multiplier effect thereafter when to learn other fonts. “Semi-cursive 
script” is a kind of font between “Regular script” and “Cursive script”, it looks smoother than the neat “Regular 
script”, and also easier to learn and recognize than “Cursive script”, thus it has become as the strongest 
contemporary useful writing font. Compared to “Semi-cursive script”, “Cursive script” is more convenient as it 
seems almost simple character. Changing and wild freedom are the feature of “Cursive script”, so it can make lines 
more freedom to show its dynamic feeling and linear rhythm.
Japan is known as a specific race in the world using the kanji of the ideograph and the hiragana letter of the 
phonogram at the same time. The Japanese hiragana letter was originally improved and devised from Chinese 
“Cursive script” form with a thin, long and smooth style.  
The culture to catch the form of the letter as an art object other than a function to perform communication exists 
in the world.  The history of the calligraphy to express a kanji and a hiragana letter with a writing brush style is very 
old. As shown in Fig.1, when the writing brush is lowered and strongly pushed to the writing paper, width of the line 
of character grows big. When the tip of the writing brush completely leaves the writing paper, line disappears.
To receive an impression from a writing brush style, namely as the sensitivity evaluation is subjective and also 
hard to quantify it. In late years, with development of the sensitivity engineering including the handwriting study by 
the sensitivity evaluation, the study for the quantification is advancing.  However, the study that pursued the 
characteristic of the shape of the writing brush style in detail from a quantitative point of view is not found. 
Therefore, in this study, in order to obtain the evolution process and compare calligraphy feature between expert 
and beginner calligrapher, we proposed a digital program to evaluate the characteristic of the shape of the writing 
brush style in detail quantitatively.
Fig. 1. Relationship between movement and width of line at writing brush.
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2. Experimental method
2.1. Subjects
The calligraphy is a visual art related to writing. It is the design and execution of lettering with a broad tip 
instrument or brush form to signs in an expressive, and skillful manner", which was created and developed on Asia, 
especially in China and Japan. Therefore, current brush letter evaluated system was focused on three types of 
Chinese “Kanji”-“Regular script”, “Semi-cursive script”, “Cursive script”, which were designed to obtain a 
quantified analysis of this evolution. Expert and beginner’s writing characteristic of “Sumi” length distribution and 
the stability index were calculated and used to analysis the length of the line and balance index in order to establish a 
quantitative evaluated benchmark.
In this paper, two calligrapher experts and two beginners were employed as experimental subjects and required to 
write 7 letters with “Regular script”, “Semi-cursive script”, “Cursive script” fonts, total in 21 letters. The 
characteristic of subjects’ information was showed in Tab.1. As both two beginners did not have the calligraphy 
writing experience, therefore, beginner-1 tried to copy expert-1’s calligraphy work and beginner-2 tried to copy 
expert-2’s calligraphy work respectively. 
Table 1.Subject information.
Subjects Age Gender Position Experience
Expert-1 85 Male Calligraphy
professor
40 years
Expert-2 65 Male Calligraphy
association 
chairman
50 years
Beginner-1 26 Male Student Without
experience
Beginner-2 25 Female Student Without 
experience
2.2. Proposed of brush letter evaluated system
Writing brush works is expressed with characters by writing brush on paper. Character by writing brush is style 
written by writing brush. When the writing brush is lowered and strongly pushed to the writing paper, width of the 
line of character grows big. When the tip of the writing brush completely leaves the writing paper, line disappears. 
The digitizing construction of written paper was done as preprocessing of proposed system. Next, the length of the 
line and balance index of writing brush characters were carried out by using numeric written paper.
The program’s analysis process of brush letter evaluated system was shown as following:
x Written paper is regarded as two-dimensional plane and is divided into many square elements. The image of 
written paper was produced by scan ma-chine, all the image data was changed into the same designed size.
x The data of RGB color image was changed to gray image data. The density of “Sumi” was digitized in numerical 
value from 1 to 255 and is substituted for each element as the property value of the element.
x In order to examine the distribution of section length of ĀSumiāline˄blackink˅at any incline angle, new 
software program is proposed. 
x The outline is taken out from “Sumi” line by linking the element between “Sumi” part and blank part. And the 
data of gray image was changed into write and black colors by binaryzation method (“Sumi” area is 0, the blank 
is 255).
x :ULWLQJEUXVKFKDUDFWHUZDVLQFOLQHGDQJOHșș °,15°,30°…150°,165°6HFWLRQOHQJWKDWDQ\DQJOHșZDVE\
using new program as shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Sectional pixel number of scanning line in direction with ș degree.
x New software program was proposed in order to obtain the breadth distribution of “Sumi” line in writing brush 
character. 
x The degree of stability S of writing brush character also was an important element for new soft ware program, 
which was calculated according to Equation.1.
x Additionally, full situation of “Sumi” is examined by “Sumi” area in block cell.
x Finally, Writing brush character is evaluated from viewpoint of 5 items, that is, ķ Stability index, ĸ“Sumi”
area, Ĺ Vertical/ horizontal ratio, ĺ Diagonal to right /Horizontal ratio, Ļ Diagonal to left/Horizontal ratio.
3. Discussion
The “Hiragana” letter consists of 48 characters. “Iroha poem” is very famous Japanese poem written during 11th 
century, which has the characteristic made without repeating 47hiragana letters.  This poem is the song singing of 
Buddhism-like mutability. And this poem has been used as handbook for Japanese to do writing practice hiragana 
since 11 century. “Iroha poem” translated into English was quoted from the site of “Watanabesato”, as shown in 
following. “As colors smell but fall. Who are eternal in our world? Today, I went through remote mountain of 
existing form, and saw a shallow dream without being drunken.” In this paper, 7 Chinese characters of Āԕā, 
Ā੅ā, Ā⌒ā, Āӱā, Ā؍ā, Ā䜘ā, and Ā→āwas paid attention, which are originateoriginal characters for 
Japanese “hiragara” of ĀǙā, ĀȢā, ĀȄā, ĀȀā, ĀȐā, Āȍā, and Āǽā are chosen from 48 hiragana 
letters. 
Afterwards, corresponding characterswith deformation evolution of“Regular script”, “Semi-cursive script” and 
“Cursive script”were created by two experts and two beginners. The final calligraphy characters were scanned and 
processed into the same size photos (100*100 pixel). All the calligraphy works were final summarized and 
displayed in Fig.3 and Fig.4.As showed in Fig.3 and Fig.4, it was difficult to distinguish calligraphy feature between 
expert and beginner according to the character pattern in the same font. In the following discussion, we tried to 
apply the proposed evaluated system to analyze the detail element for clarifying the difference between expert and 
beginner’s calligraphy work.
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Fig. 3. Three kinds of calligraphy characters written by expert-1 and expert-2.
Fig. 4. Three kinds of calligraphy characters written by beginner-1 and beginner-2.
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“R” was “Regular script”. “S” was “Semi-cursive script”. “C” was “Cursive script”.Horizontal part, diagonal to 
left part, vertical part and diagonal to right part of expert and beginner’s calligraphy work was illustrated in Fig.5. 
As the same with previous discussion, expert and beginner’s Horizontal part, diagonal to left part, vertical part and 
diagonal to right part showed very similar value without detail element difference. However, in the font type of 
“Cursive script”, both two experts’ four direction parts in the range of 1-9 indicated larger quantity than beginner. 
As well known that, “Cursive script” is the most difficult font for calligraphy learning because there is lots of 
connecting strokes between two parts in a wide margin. But just because of those strokes, “Cursive script” liquidity 
and beautiful could be displayed perfectly. When we focused the real calligraphy work, it was deserve to note an 
important difference between expert and beginner’s writing, which expert’s connecting stroke was thinner in dotted 
feeling but beginner’s was solid line in the thickness as the same with out real stroke. This phenomenon just 
matched with larger quantity of expert’s short parts. In a conclusion, expert could control the height of writing brush 
through creating process so resulted in a thick-thin and solid-dotted stroke change in the refection of “Cursive script”
calligraphy work.
x Horizontal part:(0°/15°/165°)
x Diagonal to left part:(30°/45°/60°)
x Vertical part:(75°/90°/105°)
x Diagonal to right part:(120°/135°/150°)
The average center gravity of character created by experts and beginners in “Regular script”, “Semi-Cursive 
script” and “Cursive script” fonts were plotted in Fig.6. It is clearly to find that both experts and beginner’s 
calligraphy character center gravity were overlapped together. That was because the beginners’ calligraphy work 
was copy from experts’ and their whole character pattern were also very similar.  
Referring to stability index discussion in Fig.7, in general it is deserved to find that two beginners’ calligraphy 
works showed lower stability index value than experts’. As the beginner-1 and beginner-2 copied expert-1 and 
expert-2’s calligraphy work respectively, therefore an obvious corresponding relationship was also illustrated, which 
original and copy work displayed the same stability trend.
1. ݆ܩ ൒
݉
2 :    ܵ݅ =
ܸ
݊݉
ቄቀ1െ ݅ܩ
݊
ቁ+ ߙ ቀ1െ ݆ܩ
݉
ቁቅ
2. ݆ܩ <
݉
2 :    ܵ݅ =
ܸ
݊݉
ቄቀ1െ ݅ܩ
݊
ቁ+ ߙ ቀ݆ܩ
݉
ቁቅ (1)
“Si” was the stability index. “iG”, “jG” were coordinate of center of gravity of character. “V” was “Sumi” area of 
character.
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Fig. 5. The frequency distribution of sectional pixel number withfour direction parts.
Fig. 6. The average coordinates of character’s center of gravity.
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Fig. 7.Stability index of three kinds of characters.
The average center gravity of character created by experts and beginners in “Regular script.”
4. Conclusion
Calligraphy is an art in China, which is incorporated with China's traditional culture. This study compared three 
kinds of calligraphy fonts between expert and non-expert. The characteristics of calligraphy characters were 
evaluated by numerical method. Basically, there is no obvious difference of calligraphy characters’structurebetween 
expert and beginner on the whole.However, expert’s detail strokes of calligraphy characters showed a significant 
difference.
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